Multimodal biometric systems allow to overcome some of the problems presented in unimodal systems, such as non-universality, lack of distinctiveness of the unimodal trait, noise in the acquired data, etc. Integration at the matching score level is the most common approach used due to the ease in combining the scores generated by different unimodal systems. Unfortunately, scores usually lie in application-dependent domains. In this work, we use linear logistic regression fusion, in which fused scores tend to be calibrated log-likelihood-ratios and thus, independent of the application. We use for our experiments the development set of scores of the DS2 Evaluation (Access Control Scenario) of the BioSecure Multimodal Evaluation Campaign, whose objective is to compare the performance of fusion algorithms when query biometric signals are originated from heterogeneous biometric devices. We compare a fusion scheme that uses linear logistic regression with a set of simple fusion rules. It is observed that the proposed fusion scheme outperforms all the simple fusion rules, with the additional advantage of the application-independent nature of the resulting fused scores.
INTRODUCTION
Biometric systems make use of the physiological and/or behavioral traits of individuals for recognition purposes. 1 However, using a single trait for recognition (i.e. unimodal biometric systems) is often affected by practical problems like noisy sensor data, non-universality, lack of distinctiveness of the biometric trait, spoof attacks, etc.
2 Multibiometric systems integrate the evidence presented by multiple biometric sources, being more robust and overcoming some of these problems. The use of multiple biometric indicators for identifying individuals has been shown to increase accuracy and population coverage, while decreasing vulnerability to spoofing. 3 Integration at the matching score level is the most common approach used in multibiometric systems due to the ease in accessing and combining the scores generated by different matchers. 4, 5 However, since the matching scores output by the various modalities are heterogeneous, score normalization is needed to transform these scores into a common domain prior to the fusion process. 6 The acceptance/rejection is based on a decision threshold and this threshold depends on the priors and decision costs involved in the decision taking process. The priors and costs have been together called "application". 7, 8 A number of studies have evaluated the performance of different normalization techniques and fusion rules. 3, 6, 9 In this paper, we use linear logistic regression fusion, 7, 10 a trained classification fusion approach which does not need any prior normalization stage. In addition, with this fusion, the scores are fused in such a way as to encourage good calibration of the output score. Calibration means that output scores are mapped to log-likelihood-ratios, thus being in an application-independent domain.
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Calibration and logistic regression have been recently used in the field of speaker recognition, 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] but they are applicable to any other score-based biometric system.
We use for our experiments the development set of scores of the DS2 Evaluation (Access Control Scenario) of the BioSecure Multimodal Evaluation Campaign. 13, 14 In this evaluation campaign, the recently acquired Biosecure Multimodal Database has been used, which is also described in this paper. This set of scores contains face still samples collected with two cameras of different resolution and fingerprint samples collected both with an optical and a thermal sensor. The aim of this evaluation is to compare the performance of multi-modal fusion algorithms when query biometric signals are originated from different biometric devices. We propose a fusion algorithm that first estimates the device used in the access and then, applies a different linear logistic regression classifier adapted to each device. Since linear logistic regression classifiers tends to produce calibrated log-likelihood-ratios as output, accesses with different devices will produce output scores that are in a comparable domain. We compare the proposed fusion scheme to a set of simple fusion rules. We demonstrate in our experiments that the proposed fusion scheme outperforms all the simple fusion rules, with the advantage that output scores asymptotically lead to optimal decisions if Bayes thresholds are used, independently of the application (priors, costs).
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the concept of calibration is introduced and linear logistic regression fusion is described. Section 3 provides a brief description of the Biosecure Multimodal Database. Section 4 describes the evaluation framework, including the dataset used in our experiments, the proposed fusion scheme and the results. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.
CALIBRATION AND FUSION OF BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

Score calibration
A biometric system can be defined as a pattern recognition machine that, by comparing two (or more) samples of input signals such as speech, face images, etc., is designed to recognize two different classes. These two classes are known as target or client class, if both samples were originated by the same subject, and non-target or impostor class, if both samples were not originated by the same subject. As a result of the comparison, the biometric system output a real number known as score. The sense of this score is that higher scores favor the target hypothesis and lower scores favor the non-target hypothesis.
Usually, each biometric system outputs scores which are in a range that is specific of the system. For instance, a particular system can output scores in the [0, 1] range, whereas another system can output scores in the [−1, 1] range. Therefore, an score value of 0 has different meaning depending on the system. Even if two systems output scores in the same range, the same output value might does not favor the target or non-target hypotheses with the same strength. In this context, outputs are dependent of the system and thus, the acceptance/rejection decision also depends on the system. In contrast, we are interested in output scores that do not depend of a particular system, i.e. the same score value favors the target or non-target hypotheses always with the same strength, independently of the biometric system that produced the score. This can be achieved by using a calibration stage, which map the score to a log-likelihood-ratio. This is the logarithm of the ratio between the likelihood that input signals were originated by the same subject, and the likelihood that input signals were not originated by the same subject. The act of designing or optimizing this calibration mapping is also known as calibration. 8 This form of output is application-independent in the sense that this log-likelihood-ratio output can theoretically be used to make optimal (Bayes) decisions for any given target prior and any costs associated with making erroneous decisions. 
Linear logistic regression fusion
The scores of multiple sub-systems are fused together, primarily to improve discriminative ability, but in such a way as to encourage good calibration of the output scores. Given N matchers which output the scores (s 1j , s 2j , ...s Nj ) for an input trial j, a linear fusion of these scores is:
The constant a 0 does not contribute to the discriminative ability of the fusion, but it can improve the calibration of the fused score. This constant is included here, because when these weights are trained via logistic regression, the fused score tends to be a well-calibrated log-likelihood-ratio. 7, 10 that is normalized with respect to the proportion of target trials to non-target trials (N T and N NT , respectively), and weighted with respect to a given prior probability P = P (target). The objective is stated in terms of a cost, which must be minimized :
where the fused target and non-target scores are respectively:
and where: logitP = log P 1 − P It can be demonstrated that minimizing the objective C wlr tends to give good calibration of the fused scores.
7, 8
In practice, it is observed that changing the value of P has a small effect. The default of 0.5 is a good choice for a general application and it will be used in this work. The optimization objective C wlr is convex and therefore has a unique global minimum. To find this minimum, a conjugate gradient algorithm can be used. 
BIOSECURE MULTIMODAL DATABASE (MDB)
The Biosecure Multimodal Database (MDB) is a database whose acquisition has been recently conducted by 11 European institutions participating in the BioSecure Network of Excellence, 14 see Table 1 . The MDB is comprised of three different datasets, namely: i) Data Set 1 (DS1), which is acquired over the Internet under unsupervised conditions (i.e. connecting to an URL and following the instructions provided on the screen); ii) Data Set 2 (DS2), which is acquired in an office room environment using a standard PC and a number of commercial sensors; and iii) Data Set 3 (DS3), which is acquired using a mobile handheld device under two acquisition conditions (controlled/indoor and uncontrolled/outdoor). Both DS2 and DS3 acquisition is managed by a human operator called supervisor..
The three datasets of the MDB include a common part of audio and video data (Common AV) which comprises still images of frontal face, and video with audio uttering of PINs and short sentences. Additionally, DS2 includes signature, fingerprint, hand and iris data, and DS3 includes signature and fingerprint data. Data of the three datasets have been acquired in two different sessions. The MDB has been collected in the period between November 2006 and May 2007, and currently is being built by its three acquisition coordinators (marked with * in Table 1 ). Still to be confirmed after the building process, the database will comprise around 950 users in DS1, 650 users in DS2, and 700 users in DS3. The MDB is expected to be built by fall 2007, although distribution policy and distribution dates still have to be defined.
Data Set 1 (DS1) :
The purpose of DS1 is to acquire material over the Internet under unsupervised conditions. For DS1, the acquisition protocol consists of the common audiovisual part mentioned above. Therefore, the LG Iris Access EOU3000
Infrared sensor bmp 640x480 pixels valid invalid modalities acquired in DS1 are: voice and face. The acquisition of DS1 is performed by connecting to an URL using a standard Internet browser and following the instructions provided on the screen. Acquisition is done using an standard webcam with microphone. In order to achieve realistic conditions, no specific webcam is imposed. The appearance of the graphical user interface of the application for the acquisition is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1a represents the state of the user interface prepared for the acquisition of an audiovisual sample. The left-side panel includes the instructions to the donor while the right-side panel shows the webcam stream. Figure 1b shows the graphical user interface once an audiovisual sample has just been acquired. The sample is presented to the donor in order to be validated before sending it to the server. In Figure 1c , a frontal still image has just been acquired. The donor has to adjust the position of his face attending the overlaid "virtual glasses and chin" in order to normalize the pose.
Data Set 2 (DS2) :
The scenario considered for the acquisition of DS2 is an office room environment. The acquisition is carried out using a standard desktop PC machine and a number of sensors connected to the PC via USB or Bluetooth interface.
The modalities acquired in DS2 are: voice, face, signature, fingerprint, hand and iris. Hardware devices used in the acquisition include a Windows-based PC with a USB hub, and the biometric sensors specified in Figure 2 . For DS2, the data acquired is described in the same day. Hardware devices to be used for the acquisition include the biometric sensors specified in Figure 3 , and the data acquired in DS3 is described in Table 2 (right).
The two acquisition conditions considered for audio video recordings are intended to comprise different sources of variability. Indoor acquisitions are done in a quiet room, just changing the position between each audio video sequence. Outdoor acquisitions are done in noisy ambiences such as office corridors, the street, etc., allowing the donor to move and to change position during and between each audio video sequence. For signature and fingerprint, only a condition is considered, which is considered degraded condition with respect to DS2: signatures and fingerprints are acquired while standing with the PDA in the hand.
EXPERIMENTS
Dataset and experimental protocol
As dataset for our experiments, we use the development set of scores of the DS2 Evaluation (Access Control Scenario) of the BioSecure Multimodal Evaluation Campaign. 13, 14 This evaluation campaign has been conducted during 2007 by the BioSecure Network of Excellence, 14 as a continuation of the acquisition campaign of the Biosecure Multimodal Database. The aim of the DS2 Evaluation is to compare the performance of multi-modal fusion algorithms, assuming that the environment is relatively well controlled and the users are supervised. We focus on the quality-based evaluation, 20 whose objective is to test the capability of a fusion algorithm to cope with query biometric signals originated from heterogeneous biometric devices. The biometric traits and biometric devices considered are shown in Table 3 , which are extracted from the DS2 dataset of the Biosecure Multimodal Database (see Section 3). Several reference systems and quality measures have been used with the biometric modalities in order to compute the scores for the Evaluation, see Table 4 .
As described above, DS2 has been collected over two sessions. Each session has two samples per trait and per biometric device. The first sample of session one is considered as the template, whereas the remaining three samples are considered as query data. The experimental protocol is summarized in Table 5 . A total of 333 subjects extracted from the database have been used for the evaluation, among them 207 are considered "clients" for whom a template is reserved for each of them (51 "clients" are used for the development set and 156 for the evaluation set). The remaining 126 subjects are considered an external population of users who serve as zero-effort impostors.
<claimed ID> <fnf1|xfa1 score> <quality measures of template of fnf1|xfa1> <quality measures of query of modality fnf1|xfa1> <fo1|xft1 score> <quality measures of template of fo1|xft1> <quality measures of query of modality fo1|xft1> <fo2|xft2 score> <quality measures of template of fo2|xft2> <quality measures of query of modality fo2|xft2> <fo3|xft3 score> <quality measures of template of fo3|xft3> <quality measures of query of modality fo3|xft3> The development impostor set of scores contains 103×4 samples per subject, meaning that when the reference subject is considered a template, all the 4 samples of the half of the remaining 206 subjects are considered impostors in the development set in session 1. The other half of 206 subjects are used as impostors in session 2. This ensures that the impostors used in sessions 1 and 2 are not the same. For the evaluation impostor set of scores of session 1, all the remaining 206 subjects are used. In session 2, the evaluation impostor set of scores contains 126 subjects due to the external population set apart as zero-effort impostors. In this way, a fusion algorithm will not have already seen the impostors during its training stage; hence, avoiding systematic and optimistic bias of performance.
Prior to the evaluation, the development set (with both sessions 1 and 2) are released to the participants. It is recommended to use only session 2 of the development set as training data, since session 1 may be optimistically biased. In this work, we follow this recommendation, using only session 2 of the development set for our experiments, thus having 51 × 2 = 102 genuine score vectors and 51 × 103 × 4 = 21012 impostor score vectors. The set of scores provided is a text file, with each line representing an access request. For the quality-based evaluation, each line has the structure shown in Table 6 . Mode xfa1 of Table 6 is the mismatched counterpart of fnf1, i.e. the template is captured using the high resolution camera (good quality) and the query image is captured using a webcam (low quality). Similarly, xft1 (xft2, xft3 ) is the mismatched counterpart of fo1 (fo2, fo3 ), i.e. the template is captured using the fingerprint optical sensor (good quality) and the query image is captured using the thermal sensor (bad quality). Notation "|" means "either ... or", so the two streams will be mixed during the evaluation and the fusion classifier will have to determine from which device the query is extracted. The mixture will have the combinations shown in Table 7 (it should be noted that for a given access all fingerprints will be acquired with the same device 20 ). For our experiments, we separate each line of the set of scores (see Table 6 ) into the four possible combinations of Table 7 , thus having four score subsets of equal size, one per combination.
It should be noted that there may be missing data in the set of scores and quality measures due to the fact that some matchings or quality estimates may not be computable by the algorithms used in the evaluation. It is not the target of this paper to study the effect of missing values. Therefore, prior to the experiments, we have corrected the missing values as follows. When a genuine (impostor) score of an specific sensor is missing, its value is set to the mean value of the remaining valid genuine (impostor) scores over the development set. Similarly, when a quality measure of an specific sensor is missing, its value is set to the mean value of the remaining valid measures. Table 8 . Quality feature combination for the estimation of the device used for the query acquisition (development set).
Fusion strategy: estimating the input device
The first step of the proposed fusion algorithm is to estimate from which device the query is extracted in each access, both for face and fingerprint. For this purpose, we use the quality measures provided together with the scores, supposing that:
• if the template and the query are from the same device (i.e. fnf1, fo1, fo2, fo3), both images should have similar quality values and they should be high,
• if the template and the query are from different devices (i.e. xfa1, xft1, xft2, xft3), the quality value of the template should be higher than the quality value of the query, and the quality value of the query should be low.
We estimate the device separately for face and fingerprint modality. We use a quadratic discriminant function with multivariate normal densities for each class. 15 For the face modality, we use the 14 quality measures of the query image (see Table 4 ). For the fingerprint modality, we derive the following 8 parameters from the quality of the templates (Q ti ) and queries (Q qi ) of the three scores corresponding to each access (i = 1, 2, 3): 1) Number of fingerprint scores such as
We have tested all the combinations of one, two and three parameters in order to determine the device used for the query acquisition. Results of the best cases are shown in Table 8 . We observe that for the face modality, estimation can be done at a remarkably low error rate, even with only one parameter. On the other hand, we observe high error in the estimation for the fingerprint modality. Interestingly enough, the estimation fails mostly with the optical sensor. This means that for the thermal sensor, the quality value of the template is higher than the quality value of the query, and that the quality value of the query is low. Such assumption is not true for the optical one.
Fusion strategy: architecture
For our fusion experiments, we have used the evaluation tools for C wlr included in the toolkit FoCal. 16 Since the error rate in the estimation of the face device is low, we train one linear logistic regression classifier for each face modality (fnf1 or xfa1). However, as we are not able to reliably estimate the fingerprint sensor used in the access, we train a unique classifier using both fingerprint modalities (fo and xft). The architecture of the proposed fusion mechanism is shown in Figure 4 . For each access, we compute one calibrated face score s f ace and one calibrated fingerprint score s f inger which combines the three fingerprint scores provided. Supposing independence between them (since s f ace and s f inger are computed from different biometric traits), their sum will also be a calibrated score: Table 9 . Verification results of the fusion in terms of EER (%) -development set.
Results
We compare the proposed fusion scheme to a set of simple fusion rules of the four scores of an access (arithmetic mean, minimum, maximum and geometric mean). 9 We first compute a normalization scheme using the MAX-MIN normalization rule 6 as follows:
where µ I and σ I (µ G and σ G ) are the mean and the standard deviation values of the impostor (genuine) scores. Similarly, we use a normalization scheme for each face modality, and a single normalization scheme for both fingerprint modalities. Table 9 summarizes the verification results of the evaluated fusion schemes (row named ALL). In Fig. 5 , verification results of the proposed fusion rule s f used−loglik−sum are depicted, together with the best simple fusion rule (the geometric mean) and the individual modalities of the dataset. We also report in Table 9 the performance of the four possible combinations for each access. We observe that the overall performance of the proposed fusion scheme is better than the performance of all simple fusion rules. The best simple fusion rule (geometric mean) performs 18% worse than s f used−loglik−sum in terms of EER. This difference is even higher for low FRR and low FAR, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . Interestingly enough, it can be observed that the simple maximum and arithmetic mean rules perform better for the single combination involving the two high quality sensors (i.e. the mixture 1). However, the proposed scheme performs better for the other combinations involving at least one low quality sensor and in any case, it is the best one to cope with query biometric signals originated from different devices. 
CONCLUSIONS
Fusion at the matching score level is widely used in multibiometric systems due to the ease in accessing the scores of different matchers. 6 In this work, we use linear logistic regression fusion 7, 10 to perform multibiometric fusion. This mechanism fuses the scores in such a way that output scores are mapped to log-likelihood-ratios, thus being in an application-independent domain. When output scores tend to be log-likelihood-ratios, it is said that they are calibrated .
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This paper compares a fusion scheme based on calibrated scores with simple fusion rules. We use for our experiments the development set of scores of the DS2 Evaluation (Access Control Scenario) of the BioSecure Multimodal Evaluation Campaign, 13, 14 which contains face still samples collected with two cameras of different resolution and fingerprint samples collected both with an optical and a thermal sensor. The aim of this evaluation is to compare the performance of multi-modal fusion algorithms when query biometric signals are originated from different biometric devices. In the proposed fusion strategy, we first estimate the device used in the access and next, we apply a different linear logistic regression classifier adapted to each device. Since linear logistic regression classifiers produce log-likelihood-ratios, output scores produced by the different devices are then easily combined.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach by comparing it to a set of simple fusion rules with standard MAX-MIN normalization. Reported results show that the proposed fusion approach outperforms all the simple fusion rules, with the advantage that scores after logistic regression are mapped to an applicationindependent range. In addition, the proposed fusion approach is able to cope with missing values of one modality, which will be the source of future work.
